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IT LASHED down for this
year’s SMMT Northern test
day, but the weather couldn’t
put a damper on the
Northern Group’s pre-event
barbecue.
It was the first time that the Group had
hosted an event for PR staff and
journalists attending the annual SMMT
Northern test day at Wetherby.
The decision to hold the event on the
eve of the driving day proved a
popular one and the success of the
evening could mean that it will
become a regular feature.
Chairman Andy Harris - who multi-
tasked as a mini-bus driver to ferry
guests to the event - is keen that it will
be repeated next year should the
Wetherby event go ahead once again.

More than 70 guests joined us in the
sumptuous, if rather soggy,
surroundings of Wood Hall near
Wetherby and enjoyed a traditional
BBQ feast of sausages and burgers -
optionally washed down with pints of
bitter which had been specially brewed
for the event by a local micro-brewery.
Guests included not only PR staff but
motoring writers from the Scottish and
Irish associations who were
overnighting at the hotel.
It had been hoped to hold the event out
of doors but the bad weather meant it
had to be switched to one of the hotel’s
function suites at the last minute.
Driving rain and flooded roads also
hampered the SMMT driving day itself
but 22 of our members were able to
attend the event at Wetherby
racecourse, collectively carrying out
more than 70 appraisals.

Rain didn’t stop play!

NGMW News is produced by the Northern Group
of Motoring Writers, Britain’s longest established
regional motoring writers’ group. The Group
represents journalists working for print and digital
media with regional, national and worldwide
audiences.
Opinions expressed in NGMW News are those of
the individual contributing authors and do not
necessarily reflect those of the Northern Group of
Motoring Writers.
Editor & Designer: David Whinyates
Principal Contributor: Alan Domville
Contributors: Malcolm Bobbitt, Andy Harris, Steve
Howarth, Frederic Manby, Julie Marshall and
Damian Turner.
Contributions are always welcome - send your
stories and pictures to Alan Domville at
e.domville@btinternet.com 

WELCOME to the Winter edition of
NGMW News.
We’ve got a Christmas feast of news,
opinions and features on the menu for you
and our festive crackers include reports on
some of the motoring exotica sampled
recently by Group members, features on a
historic ambulance renovation and a novel
car launch re-enactment while the ghost of
launches past also puts in an appearance. 
I hope you enjoy this edition of NGMW
News and would like to take this
opportunity on behalf of the Northern
Group of Motoring Writers to wish you a
relaxing festive season and a year full of
positive column inches in 2020.

- David Whinyates
david.whinyates@ngmw.co.uk

Newsngmw
r Guests at the Group’s pre SMMT test day event included
Kia’s Laura Martin and Melissa Lodge pictured, above, with
Mike Torpey and Steve Nelson. Veteran Irish motoring 

writers Ian Lynas, left below, and
Derek Black were amongst the
journalist guests.
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KIA has done it again!
For the fourth time in nine years the South
Korean manufacturer has won the Group’s
prestigious Northern Car of the Year award
which went to the all-electric powered and
innovative e-Niro.
It was one of six cars selected by Group members
for detailed appraisal from those on a shortlist
which featured every new model unveiled during
the past 12 months. 
Our traditional award, an inscribed miner’s lamp
along with a bottle of Taittinger was presented by
chairman Andrew Harris to Kia’s press relations
manager Daniel Sayles at the annual test day for
automotive writers organised by the Society of
Motor Manufacturers and Traders at Wetherby
racecourse. 
The run-off, a successful innovation introduced
last year at the suggestion of Andrew Evans, was
held at the Coniston Hall hotel in the Yorkshire
Dales early in September.
After six hours of intensive scrutiny, members
collectively gave the Kia 52 votes in the secret
ballot, three more than the Alpine 110 which was
this year’s wild card selection  – the car none of
our members had driven but was considered to
have had the potential to win. 
Peugeot’s 508 came in third followed by the
Mazda 3, Volvo’s V60 and the Toyota Corolla. 

As ever, the competition was tight with less than
20 votes separating the six contenders for the
title.  
General secretary Alan Domville, who
administers the event and remains neutral to
count the votes, and chairman Andrew Harris
who took care of the arrangements at the hotel
and devised the road routes both declared the
driving day a success.
“The venue proved to be ideal for the driving
exercise and the assistance we received from the
hotel staff was first class,” said Alan. 
“We also tweaked the modus operandi a little so
that the cars selected were borrowed by members
in the usual way rather than them being delivered
by the manufacturer to the venue.” 
The Northern CotY award has been presented
annually since 2005. The miner’s lamp, a special
symbol of the north, is nicknamed the Arthur -
after Arthur Scargill, probably still the best-
known miner in the country.
JLR have won three lamps - two for Land Rover
and one for Jaguar. Ford have scooped two and
there have also been victories for Skoda,
Volkswagen, Fiat, Vauxhall and Suzuki. 

Electric 
Niro
charges
to CotY
victory

rGroup members with the Kia e-Niro
(above) following the presentation of the

CotY award to Kia’s Daniel Sayles (below).
The result was decided after members had

driven the six short-listed contenders which
are pictured, bottom of page, following the

event at Coniston Hall.
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FORMER Rover PR chief
Denis Chick has just turned
the clock back 30 years
and re-enacted the launch
of the Rover 200 at
Lucknam Park country
house hotel in Wiltshire.
Denis was the first PR boss to use
Lucknam as a luxury launch venue
and many manufacturers followed
suit for their new car launches.
The original launch was attended by
several members of the Northern
Group including Bryan Longworth
and the late Don Booker with Bryan
using the test drive for his own trip
down memory lane to visit the
nearby town of Devizes.
For he spent two years on National
Service with the Royal Army Pay
Corps at the REME Regimental Pay

Office in Devizes where he was
private secretary to the commanding
officer and he and Don visited the
former army HQ.
Bryan said: "I recall that the Home
Secretary at that time - whose name
I can't remember - lived on a farm
near Lucknam Park and there was a
security alert on our driving day

with the police closing some of the
roads on the route and we had to
make some detours."
The re-enactment was organised by
the Rover 200 and 400 Owners Club
which had arranged for some of the
original 30-year-old cars to be on
display and available for test drives.
Some of the journalists who

attended the original launch were at
the event which included a dinner.
And in another blast from the past
the 2019 event featured the original
test route while Denis also gave a
re-run of his launch press
conference at what is believed to be
the first full re-enactment of an
original new car press launch.
Denis, who later became Director of
Communications at Vauxhall said:
"We were the first car company to
hold a press launch at this incredible
Cotswolds venue after its
conversion into a luxury hotel.
"The venue and scenery around
Lucknam were just what we needed
for the launch while the road routes
were fantastic and I recall it with
great clarity including the Northern
Group members who attended."
Denis told Bryan he still clearly
remembered them using the new
Rover to visit Devizes and what a
great venue Lucknam Park had been
for the launch.
He particularly remembers the
"great night" at Lucknam attended
by the Northern Group and what
was then their traditional session
after dinner around the hotel's piano.
Denis added he still has an "abiding
memory" of one motoring journalist
not being being able to find his way
back to his room outside the main
hotel who fell asleep in a nearby
bush and  being asked by a hotel
porter to officially identify "the man
in the bushes"!        

Blasts from the past as Denis
relives
Rover
launch

rDenis Chick (right) is
joined by PSA PR man
Kevin Jones at the Rover
200 launch re-enactment.

THE Northern Group’s
youngest member, James
Fossdyke, passed his
ARDS test at the end of the
summer, earning a Race
National B licence.
Freelance writer James, 26,
left, took the test at
Silverstone Circuit in
Northamptonshire, driving a
BMW M2 Competition. 
He passed with “good speed”
(the examiner’s words, not
his) and hopes he can put it to
good use both at work and in
his spare time.
“When I was growing up,
there were just two people I
wanted to emulate:
Manchester United
goalkeeper Peter Schmeichel
and F1 driver Michael
Schumacher,” James said. 

“I never quite made the grade
as a footballer, so I thought
I’d try my hand at racing! 
“I’ve always wanted to hold a
racing licence, if only to say
I’ve got one, and if it made
me a better driver and road
tester as a result, so much the
better.”
The licence, which is due to
become a Race Inter Club
licence under Motorsport UK
restructuring, allows James to
compete in track, rallycross
and hill climb disciplines, in
both classic and modern
vehicles.
“If you ever need a racing
driver, you know where to
find me,” says James. “I can’t
promise I’ll win, but at least
I’ve got a licence to say I’m
not a total no-hoper. Not on a
race track, anyway.” 

James is licenced for thrills
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Those were the days...   
TO paraphrase Paul and Art: it was a
wintery day in a dark and dreich
November. I was alone, gazing from
my window ….etc
It had to be done, sifting through and thinning
thousands of photographs dating from the 1970s
to the dawn of digital cameras. The majority were
happy family snaps and there were cars, too. 
From a Moroccan spring of 1978 came the
Chrysler Horizon. This was my first experience of
the harsh life of a motoring correspondent, thrust
cruelly into the mêlée of people I didn’t know but
tried to emulate. 
Many of them were in what I learnt was the
NGMW. They were expecting Sidney Burton, the
YP’s car man, but he was too ill to travel.
We stayed for several days in Taroudant in a
former palace, entered through a discreet wooden
door in the red city wall. We arrived at dusk and
beyond that door was exotic splendour. A
walkway of palm trees followed the swimming
pool. There were musicians, refreshing minty tea,
sweet things to nibble. 
Later, we feasted on pigeon pie, the famous
pastilla with almonds and  cinnamon. Village
women were paid to dance with us. We had the
long djellaba to wear but had eaten too much to
shake much of a leg in the dance. Later I joined
people with names like Whinyates, Ward and
Newell-Evans, still dressed like western fools in
our robes, exploring the mostly unlit streets and
then a cafe - but having no currency to spend. 
With this memory I swiftly applied to join the
NGMW when Sidney retired in 1979 but was told
to wait. So I did - for several years, but still
meeting this focused tribe of car writers, leaving
no bar undiscovered in their search for a good
story. I played my part in the quest. Sicily and
Colt were next. We got banned from the bar for
grappa-related silliness.

In 1980 came Japan, again with Colt who bore no
grudges. Then Spain and the Andalusian glory of
Arcos de Frontera. I was staying at my first
parador, with Renault for the launch of the Fuego.  
Ken Yeadon of the Yorkshire Evening Post had
become a regular co-driver, a man with nerves of
steel and an absurd belief in my skill. Ken liked a
stroll after dinner and we once again found
ourselves with no local money. Domino-playing
locals bought us a drink that night. 
The Eighties rushed  by, time passed. January
1994 saw us in Tanzania driving another new
Renault, the Laguna, being amused by baboons
on the lodge tin roof. 
The following May I was with Alistair Coull,
another co-driver with steel nerves, driving Jeeps
in Australia in Darwin, Alice Springs, the red
centre where I woke to the news of Ayrton
Senna’s death. 
June of ’96 was Vauxhall’s
17-day launch from
Washington to LA for the
Vectra V6. 
David Whinyates and I did
the Four Corners section from
Santa Fe to Durango to Utah,
through Monument Valley
and finishing at the Arizona
Biltmore in Phoenix, where
teenage girls at the pool had
bodyguards. 
In December of that year,
Neil Lyndon and I drove a
Renault Espace from Las
Vegas to Tucson, a classic
road trip. Along the  way we

played pool and smoked a ceegar. 
More Jeep came with a Trek over the Rubicon
Trail in Wranglers, an overnighter which has been
my most challenging and spectacular off-road
event - so far.  
That was then. From the 1990s things began to
change. Credit cards for bar bills and cellphones
and later the internet took us into the 21st century
to reach a “media world” which has seen social
network influencers and peripheral blaggers,
bloggers and bamboozlers becoming more
important than many properly trained journalists,
who have also been hit by falling print sales. 
Now I think very hard about accepting flights. For
many it has become an accustomed “I’m here
too”  lifestyle at zero cost. Viz, to the fizzy-drink
unveiling ceremony for a new model which can
be seen on video links from Prague, Wolfsburg or
wherever. 

FREDERIC MANBY has a clear out and finds
himself summoning the ghost of launches past...

rA young Frederic Manby pictured
testing a Land Rover 110, above, and
getting assistance to rescue a stranded
Jeep in Thailand (right).

r The Chrysler Horizon was launched in
Morocco -  and launched Frederic into
motoring journalism.
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IN his never ending search
for material for his
monthly Cumbria Life
motoring features, the
Northern Group’s Malcolm
Bobbitt recently stumbled
across a 105-year old
ambulance resplendent in
its war time livery. 
Not only is the ambulance an
important piece of automotive
history, it appears it is the sole
survivor of its type. 
That it has survived more than a
century is something of a miracle,
particularly when in its early days it
saw service on the battlefields of
northern France. 
The fact that it has been restored to
its former glory is down to one man,
Ken Atkinson of Ulverston in
Cumbria who, over more than two
decades, has been faithfully
researching the vehicle’s history and
painstakingly getting it back to its
original specification.
The ambulance is a Rhodia, built by
a company which was established in
1914 and built ambulances and
trucks mainly for the war effort.

Output from the company seems to
have been quite limited and, by
1922, it was all over when Rhodia
went out of business. 
Malcolm spotted the Rhodia when
visiting a classic and vintage motor
event at the Lakeland Motor
Museum. It just had to be
investigated, he says.
Talking to Ken Atkinson it was
discovered that the ambulance was
one of a number of old vehicles
found in a disused garage in
Scotland. Way back in the 1980s
there had been rumours about a
cache of ancient motors hidden in

the near derelict premises, and it
was only when official permission
was granted for a group of
enthusiasts to enter the building that
the scale of the haul was realised. 
Some of the cars were beyond repair
having been consumed by
woodworm, mice and rust and the
only vehicles that had any chance of
being saved were a 1904 Clement
and the Rhodia. 
Researching the history of the
garage, Ken ascertained the vehicles
were hidden away for safe keeping
in 1939 for the duration of hostilities
and they remained there for four or

five decades. The garage owners had
acquired the ambulance when it
returned from France and used it for
time as a Hackney. 
On seeing the Rhodia, which was in
a dreadfully dilapidated condition,
he decided it was too important a
vehicle to be allowed to be
destroyed and transported it to his
home in West Cumbria. 
It has taken Ken a quarter of a
century to restore the ambulance, a
process which has seen him
fabricating new wheels,
reconstructing the bonnet and cab
and largely rebuilding the body. 
The chassis and many parts, he
ascertained, came from a 1912
American Empire lorry, and
fortunately some of the components
could still be found. 
With a lot of effort he returned it to
working condition, rebuilding the
3.5 litre engine and three-speed
gearbox and refurbishing the drive
train. 
Driving the ambulance calls for a lot
of patience since its top speed is a
mere 35mph, and stopping is an
ordeal as the Rhodia is without
front-wheel brakes. 
More than anything though, Ken is
keen to remind admirers of the
ambulance and others like it of the
brave efforts of the crews under
horrific conditions who fought to
help the wounded during the Great
War. 

It’s a medical miracle!
How Malcolm
Bobbitt stumbled
upon a WW1
ambulance and
unearthed a
fascinating
restoration story...

I’VE never been much of a singer. My warbling has
always been confined to the car or when I knew
there was no one else in the house. The thought of
singing in public has always filled me with dread.
Which is why I was as surprised as anyone to find
myself at the Holmfirth Picturedrome in November
along with 100 other members of So Choir, the
social singing group I’m a member of, supporting
Britpop favourites Dodgy, on their UK tour.
We’d been invited by the band to stage a surprise
'flashmob' of their hit song Staying Out for the
Summer after we’d put out our version on

YouTube. Invitations to Manchester, Sheffield,
London and then Holmfirth were duly issued and
we ‘went on the road.’
The plan was that just before Dodgy took to the
stage, the choir would burst into Staying Out For
the Summer in three-part harmony from within the
audience, taking everyone around us completely by
surprise. Everything went exactly to plan and a
great night was had by all whenever we performed.
Other well-known bands and recording artists
who've been in touch after viewing YouTube videos
of our renditions of their songs include Dan
Gillespie-Sells of The Feeling who took to Twitter
and invited the whole choir to their gig at the O2
Academy in Leeds while KT Tunstall wrote on
Twitter: "This is so great!!", referring to So
Choir!'s cover of her song Suddenly I See.

- Julie Marshall

Choir’s a success - even with my Dodgy voice!

r Ken Atkinson with his
gloriously restored First 
World War Rhodia ambulance.



TWO members of the Northern
Group have been honoured for
their work by the Society of
Automotive Historians in Britain
(SAHB).
Guy Loverige, left, was named as
joint winner of the Malcolm Jeal
Award for excellence in the writing
of articles on a motoring subject
while an article by fellow member
Malcolm Bobbitt was highly
commended by the judges.
The annual award goes to the

author of a single article of at least
1500 words which has appeared in
print in English in any periodical. 
The rules state that the article must
be about mechanically-powered
road transport, be of historical
value, and not previously have been
published in any other form. 
Guy Loveridge won the award
jointly with co-writer Philip
Newsome for their article Paris 1919
which was published in the June
2019 issue of The Automobile.

Described as a “beautifully
researched article” by the judges,
the article told the tale of Bob
Cooper, Philip Newsome’s great
uncle, who was an army chauffeur
to the British Delegation at the 1919
Paris Peace Conference. 

He was in charge of a Rolls-Royce
40-50 hp - later known as the Silver
Ghost - and his passengers included
the then Prime Minister, David
Lloyd George, and Minister of War
Winston Churchill. 
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AT this time of year, the number of
event invitations usually tails off.
The Christmas holidays then provide
a welcome opportunity to catch up
with my writing. As usual, my list of
pending articles is growing.
This year is somewhat different with a large
number of December events in the offing.
A little sea air in Devon courtesy of Mazda for
the UK debut of their new CX-30 will be most
welcome, though the private plane charter from
Leeds will no doubt be a bumpy ride. As a
nervous flyer, I usually resort to gin before a
flight, though this is somewhat frowned upon at
car launches. Can’t think why!
Some seasonal merriment with Jaguar Land
Rover is also on the cards. A chance to catch up
not only on all the latest models, but also an
opportunity to grill the lovely PRs as to what we
can expect in 2020 (please may I have an early
invite to drive the new Defender).
The final month of the year also sees the UK
launches for the new Vauxhall Corsa and Nissan
Juke. The events clashed, but with no invite from
Luton, of corsa I accepted Nissan’s kind
invitation.
BMW has also requested the pleasure of my
company for a range drive. I have missed the last
two and this will make three. A great shame but
there is a limit to how many trips south I can
make.

Note to manufacturer PRs, the north is lovely -
the best driving roads, little traffic, super hotels
and great weather. Well, one of those is a slight
exaggeration!
Away from the organised, fellow member
Damian and I have an off-road excursion
planned. I hope to have a new Ranger Raptor for
the occasion, and I have been told by Ford’s PR
team that they like to see their 4x4s returned
covered in mud. Challenge accepted, though
their valeting team might not be best pleased! I’ll
do my best.
It therefore looks as though much of my
Christmas break will be spent at my desk and I

really don’t mind. Cars are my passion and
writing about them is never a chore, though
driving them is better.
Highlights of the year include a recent drive with
Lamborghini, which you can read elsewhere in
this issue, driving a Unimog for the first time
and a road trip to the Frankfurt Motor Show with
three fellow journos. 
The low point was the sudden catastrophic
breakdown of an expensive electric car on Good
Friday en route to a football match, and, no, I
hadn’t run out of electricity before you ask.
May I take this opportunity to wish all our
members, industry friends and colleagues a very
Happy Christmas. 
We are about to begin a new decade, with a new
government, a possible Brexit and much
uncertainty. There will however be many new
cars to drive and for that I say thanks. So, my
very best wishes for 2020 for the road ahead.

FROM THE CHAIR
with Andy Harris 

Guy and Malcolm honoured for historical work

‘Tis the
season
to be
busy...



LOOKS like I’ve made it
into the big time at last.
I’m up there with the high flyers, the
top earners, the sports stars, the pop
idols and the icons of stage and
screen.
Yes, I’ve had to sign an NDA - a
non disclosure agreement - or, to
you and me, a gagging order.
What was I going to reveal?
Inappropriate contact by a PR
person perhaps?
No such luck, I’m contacted inap-
propriately by PR people every day,
especially - as you’ll see elsewhere
on this page - Mercedes-Benz.
No, this particular NDA was to
scare me off from busting the
embargo on the new VW Golf.
The spectacular launch of the Golf
took place in Wolfsburg at 6.30pm
UK time on Thursday October 24th.
With most of the newspapers which
take my copy putting their motoring
pages to bed on a Thursday evening
for Friday publication, I was
anxious to get  the story and images
on the Golf Mk 8 to them in time.
VW’s UK PR department was
accommodating. Of course I could
have early access to the press
release and images - but the offer
came with a sting in the tail...I
would have to sign and return a non
disclosure agreement first.
According to the agreement, the
information I would be given was to
“be treated strictly confidentially
as business/trade secrets” until the
embargoed release time.
And if I, or any of the newspapers
which use my stories, dared to make

public a single word or image from
the new Golf press pack ahead of
the official date and time it could
end up costing me - wait for it - “an
appropriate fine of up to 50,000
EUR for each individual breach ...”
With dozens of Reach PLC titles
taking my stories via the Driving
Force syndication service this could
prove to be an expensive excercise!
But I had to take the chance and
make the story available, trusting to
in-house editors to stick to the
embargo which, thankfully for
Driving Force finances, they did.
However, the whole episode was a
little too big brother for my liking.

In the old days you might get a slap
on the wrist or, at worst, a ban on
attending the company’s next launch
for breaking an embargo. Plenty of
people - the nationals especially -
took a calculated risk and broke the
news early.
Spy shots commisioned by big-
budget magazines and teaser images
released by the PR departments
themselves seem to me to make a
nonsense of embargoes and there

were certainly plenty of them ahead
of the Golf’s official reveal.
But this is the way the PR industry
is having to go. Big auto is now
controlled more by the fears of
corporate lawyers than the wishes of
marketing and PR professionals.
At the recent SMMT Northern test
day I wasn’t in the least surprised to
be asked by several manufacturers
to sign away my rights in case of
injury or accident. 
But I was distinctly disappointed to
discover that I am now, in spite of
over 50 years of accident and -
largely - conviction free driving, I
am considered too old and unsafe to
get behind the wheel of a Bentley or
a Merc - at least as far as their
corporate insurers are concerned. 
Nor was I overly happy to be grilled
as to whether and for whom I would
write a road test before being
reluctantly handed the keys to an
expensive, luxury SUV.
At this point I must confess to
telling a small porky to the nice PR
lady. Events such as the SMMT
days are, IMHO, opportunities for
brief aquaintances and swift
appraisals. An eight mile drive does
not a road test make.
Especially when those eight miles
are spent driving in a rainstorm and
negotiating flood waters. And even
more especially when half of those
eight miles are spent at 20mph
staring at the tail lights of one of the
cars most suited to the day’s
conditions - a Ford Ranger Raptor.
I’d never seen the dimwit driver
before. Probably one of the new
breed of bloggers and influencers

who seem to be dish of the day with
many PR departments, despite their
lack of driving nouse. And probably
one of the reasons the legal eagles
are increasingly involved in what
used to be a relaxed and happy job,
competently carried out by real
motoring journalists. 

THE Mercedes-Benz head office
PR people have, I think, set a new
world record for a press release. 
The release from Stuttgart on the
Maybach GLS 600 4MATIC was
an astonishing 11,996 words. I am
sure the car will be a huge seller
here, so the literary effort will
clearly have been well worth it.
Press releases from the head
offices of the big German brands
are becoming an increasingly
irritating feature on Newspress.
Mercedes are the biggest offender
by far with unfeasibly long and
wordy releases with absolutely no
input from the British PR team
nor any kind of a nod or relevance
to the needs of the British press. 
By all means let us know when a
new model is on the way but
please spare us the full War and
Peace. 
Until such a time as RHD cars are
on the way and the British PR
departments can issue releases
which are relevant to UK titles,
300 words will do quite nicely
thank you - and imperial fuel
consumption and performance
figures would be very handy too!

I’m just gagging I’m just gagging 
for a for a 
storystory
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Volkswagen staged a spectacularVolkswagen staged a spectacular
launch for the new Golf in Wolfsburg. launch for the new Golf in Wolfsburg. 
DAVID WHINYATES couldn’t get thereDAVID WHINYATES couldn’t get there
and it could have cost him thousands.and it could have cost him thousands.
Here he explains why...Here he explains why...

The signatory 
agrees to pay
Volkswagen AG 
an appropriate 
fine of up to 
50,000 EUR 
for each 
individual breach...

“

“

And now the War 
and Peace of press 
releases from Merc 



I RECENTLY went to the
world premiere and unveil of
the all-new Skoda Octavia in
Prague.
It was a magnificent event in the
National Gallery, a large building in
the centre of the city.
Many distinguished guests were

there, including Skoda’s top brass
and the Czech Prime Minister. 
The event was staged on the 11th of
November and it was great to see the
Prime Minister and others wearing a
poppy.
The car was unveiled while the
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra
played, a solo violinist walked

around the car and the music that
welcomed the Octavia was moving
and emotional and sounded brilliant. 
There were hundreds of guests there
including many journalists from
around the world and, wherever
they were from, the music hit the
right note with everyone there 
Also at the event were a couple of
classic Octavia models - pictured
below left - including a 1959 model 
It got me thinking whether or not
the Skoda Octavia takes the prize
for being the longest running
production car in Europe, a car that
has kept the same badge for 60 years
Yes, the Volkswagen Beetle has a
longer history, as does the Mini. But
these have had periods when there
was no production. 
So is there a car that beats the
Skoda Octavia for a longer
continuous production run with the
same name? 
I can’t think of one can you?

A few years ago I sold my 1996 Land
Rover Discovery to my nephew. It
was a bit rusty, but all he wanted it
for was for trailing with our local
Land Rover club. 
To say that the off-road bug had bitten him was an
understatement and my once almost immaculate
Discovery had all the battle scars of a Camel
Trophy veteran.
Earlier on in the year he mentioned that he was
going to compete in his first RTV (Road Taxed
Vehicle Trial), with the club, and did I want to
come along and watch? Of course I would.
Without creating an elaborate timeline graph, I
estimated that it must’ve been around 15 years
since I has been a member of the Red Rose Land
Rover club, so it would be nice to see some
familiar faces.
I arrived during the second section, and although
an FVT is supposed to be non damaging, James
had already bent both ends of the front bumper
and lost the near-side front indicator!  
To be fair, it wasn't all down to his 'gung-ho'
driving approach, the course was set up for
Defender 90s and therefore required a different
driving style in a Discovery.
The competition is arranged around a series of 12
sections - each section comprises of 12 gates. The
gates are formed by vertical bamboo canes
marked with white numbered tops on the right and
red on the left. The idea is to drive the section
from gate 12 to gate 1 in the correct order and in
the direction indicated by the cane tops - hopefully
without stopping or hitting any of the gates. 
If you reach the end without hitting any gates or
stopping you get zero points, but if you hit gate 5,
or stop before gate 5 for example, then you get 5 

points.  The winner is the one with the least
amount of points.
Competing in a Discovery, which is classed as a
long wheel base vehicle, has its advantages,  it
means that if there’s a particularly tight turn you
can have one shunt per section - basically a 3-
point turn.
The trial was of course dominated by the
Defenders with their short overhangs, flexible coil
suspension and big V8s, though a novice, James
did really well to keep up.   
The aroma of burning peat on a hot exhaust is one 

of those smells that take me back, and I was soon 
reminiscing of the days when I used to compete
with my wife in our old 1974 two-door Range
Rover.  We had varied success, but I can’t
imagine you’ll find many old Range Rovers
competing in trials these days as they’ll all be in
workshops being rebuilt to be sold on for an
astronomical profit.
I can’t remember what position James came in at
when all the scores were tallied up, probably near
the bottom, but it didn’t matter as he had a ball of
a time and learnt a few new off-road driving skills
to boot.
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Trailing to a Disco beat

By DAMIEN TURNER 

Is this
the
oldest
badge
on any
car?
MARTIN WARD
went to the launch
of the new Skoda
Octavia and ended
up pondering 
the question...

r Disco v Defender inthe peat district.



TRACEY Tompsett, Land Rover’s
senior press officer for the past five years,
has been appointed UK PR manager with
Jaguar and Jessica Jay is now the brand’s
senior press officer, being promoted from
a similar post with Land Rover Events.

Oliver Larkin has rejoined the Volkswagen
Group as head of corporate and public relations
following the retirement of Paul Buckett. 
Oliver’s last role with VW UK was as finance
director between 2000 and 2004. He has
worked at national and global level with
Bentley and SEAT and for the past three and a
half years led investor relations at VW AG.
Chloe Yemm is FCA’s new press relations
manager for Fiat, Fiat Professional and Abarth
brands, reporting to public relations manager
Kate Saxton. She will be responsible for all
Fiat, Fiat Professional and Abarth product and
corporate communications and be a point of
media contact for press enquiries.
Graeme Lambert, former product affairs
manager at Skoda  has been appointed head of
PR and communications at the electric
performance car brand Polestar UK. 
Monique Clarke, formerly with Honda UK
and an automotive PR agency, has joined
Mazda as press officer. Mazda’s intern for the

current year is William Rye who is studying at
Nottingham Trent University. Monique can be
contacted on mclarke@mazdaeur.com and
William on wrye@mazdaeur.com
Charlotte Moss has joined Skoda as media
relations manager while Michelle O’Sullivan,
product affairs manager, has now departed on
maternity leave until 2021. Charlotte has
worked closely with Skoda’s PR team for the
past three years through an external agency. 
Sam Mercer has been appointed to the role of
product affairs manager at SEAT UK. He joins
the SEAT team as they embark on a busy 2020
with multiple product launches, starting with
the Mii Electric. Previously, Mercer held
various global PR positions for Jaguar and
Land Rover and had spent time working at
Hyundai Motor Europe and PFPR
Communications. Contact him on 07557
597181 or at sam.mercer@seatcars.co.uk.
Continental Tyres communications manager
Mark Griffiths has left the company.
Marketing director Tracey Mortimer and
Samara Amos, communications officer, will
field enquiries until a successor is appointed.
Ford’s communcations and public affairs office
has been relocated from its Warley home for
55 years to the company’s technical centre at
Dunton near Basildon. Executive director John
Gardiner’s new office number is 01268
402991. Oliver Rowe, product affairs
manager, is on 01268 402013 and press fleet
administrator Adam Kiely can be contacted on
01268 402088.

The smiling
PR man who
became the
face of Ford

r Harry Calton - a
great supporter of
the Northern Group
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Motor Industry News
with Alan Domville

THE PR man who appeared to have
a permanent smile and who was a
great supporter of our Group for
many years, Harry Calton, of Ford
and Aston Martin, died just a few
days after the appearance of our
last newsletter. He was 83.
Harry was taken on as an office boy at
Dagenham in 1952 at the age of 16 and, 10 years
later, he was one of the first recruits to the Ford
press office when it was re-established by ex-
Fleet Street editor Walter Hayes.
For we journalists Harry would become the face
of FoMoCo.
Given more responsibility by Hayes, Harry
began to lend cars to motoring writers and was
probably the first PR to realise the value of
product placement in television and film
productions.
He helped to compile and staple together
hundreds of press releases on an almost daily
basis.
It was probably due to Harry’s influence that
we were also given frequent access to the Ford
hierarchy and many of us were on first name
terms with the likes of Sam Toy, Terence
Beckett, Roger Humm and Derek Barron.
Ford launches became more and more lavish,
company jets being used to ferry us to the most
exotic locations and a host of show business
personalities were also invited to come with us. 
Eastender Harry was born on the Isle of Dogs
but when the bombs began to rain down in 1941
his family moved to the relative safety of
Suffolk. Their next move was to Brentwood and
Harry joined Ford straight from school.
From 1976 to 1985 Harry was chief press officer
for Ford of Europe and, on returning to Warley,
he was successively manager of product
information and then press relations.
On his retirement from Ford in 1992 Harry was
immediately recruited by Hayes, then chairman
of Aston Martin, to take charge of the Newport
Pagnell company’s press relations as director of
public affairs. He would remain with the sports
car manufacturer for nine years.
There was standing room only in the Cooksmill
Green church in Essex where Harry’s funeral
service was held.

OBITUARY: Harry Calton

Tracey takes charge at Jaguar



FOR those of my
generation and, I suspect,
many others, the coolest
guy ever has to be one
Steve McQueen.
Film star, racing driver and all round
legend – he really had it all. At the
height of his fame in 1968 Mr McQ
starred in an equally iconic movie
and must see for all petrol heads,
Bullitt.
In this detective drama our hero
drove a car that has become just as
legendary – the Ford Mustang GT
Fastback – and, as a tribute on the
50th anniversary of the film, Ford

last year released their latest special
edition Bullitt Mustang.
When the Mustang first appeared in
1964, it was the fastest-selling

model in the world - a record it still
holds. And last year’s special edition
was equally highly prized - only 400 
were initially imported here into the
UK and all sold out within days.
Thankfully Ford held on to at least
one and, painted in the same
Highland Green and with Bullitt
badging, special wheels plus an
extra few horses under the bonnet
(sorry hood) this limited edition
motor was mine for just a week -
and what a week it was!
The key scene in the film is an epic
car chase around the streets of San
Francisco with our hero and his
mighty Mustang against a pair of
shotgun-toting baddies in a black
Dodge Charger R/T. 
Now I am not saying any of the
great man’s cool factor rubbed off
on yours truly but when I drove the
Mustang to the Lancaster Insurance
Classic Car Show at Birmingham’s 

NEC, heads were definitely turning. 
The Bullitt even made a big
impression on the guy at the M6 toll
booth who said it would take ten
minutes for me to get through
because he wanted to admire the
magnificent motor!
The NEC Classic Car Show was just
as impressive, with eight huge halls
stuffed with almost every classic
vehicle you can think of… and
many you did not even know
existed.
An absolute must for any car fan,
this incredible event just gets better
every year and also hosts a massive
autojumble and numerous spares
stands where you can get almost any
part from the obscure to modern
motors. 
We spent a great day and only saw a
fraction of what was on offer so next
year a weekend stay is on the cards.

Bitten by the Bullitt
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A trip to the Classic
Car Show gave
Group member

STEVE HOWARTH
the chance to drive
like Steve McQueen

THE Northern Group’s longest
continual serving official, treasurer
Bernard Gent, celebrated his 90th
birthday in October and the Group
marked his special occasion with a
greetings card signed by many
members and the gift of a bottle of
champagne.
Bernard, pictured left, was one of
the founder members of the Group
back in 1973 and he was elected as
treasurer a year later. Since then he
has missed just two years in that
post  – when he served as chairman
from 1990 to 1992.

Bernard celebrates a big birthday 

r Classic sports cars
lined up at the NEC



THE chance to drive a
Lamborghini had never presented
itself, so my excitement at receiving
an invitation was immeasurable. 
Pop over to Leeds, view their new dealership,
drive thorough the Yorkshire Dales, an overnight
stay and back the next day.
The reality was even better than I could possibly
have hoped for. Firstly, a dry 24 hours was
forecast after what seemed like weeks of rain and
secondly the overnight halt was to be at a hotel
where I had always wanted to stay – The Yorke
Arms at Ramsgill near Pateley Bridge.
Some would say it is a brave move to open a
supercar dealership in the current uncertain
economic climate, but the Scottish Parks Group
seemed outwardly confident that their Yorkshire
customer base was strong enough to justify the
investment. 
They have had a little practice run, as
Lamborghini Leeds sits on the same site as their
McLaren dealership. What a lovely dilemma to
face… turn left for McLaren, right for
Lamborghini! Perhaps their wealthy clients will
have large enough garages for both Sant’ Agata
and Woking exotica.

The day began behind the wheel of a red Huracan
Performante Spyder - not a bad place to start. A
quick blast down the A1M was uneventful, but as
we were part of a seven-car convoy, there were
plenty of admiring glances. Road noise drowned
out any realistic chance of a conversation with my
driving companion, so it was a chance to settle
into the cockpit and relax.

Our route took us through some of the wealthiest
parts of Yorkshire (planned?) and whilst stuck in
traffic in Harrogate, I lowered the roof. Two
reasons - firstly I do like driving al fresco and
secondly, I wanted to be able to hear the delightful
sounds of the V10 engine at full chat.
Heated seat on, heater turned up to full blast, the
drive across the moors to Skipton was still a tad
chilly and I was pleased to arrive at Broughton
Hall for lunch.

The formal dining room was made available to our
excited party and there was the chance to explore
this fine country house. Having done this before, I
used my time to photograph the cars and see what
delights awaited later in the day. 
Aventador was next on the list, thankfully with a
roof so no pressure to be exposed to the elements.
Sat in the passenger seat for the first time, there
was no doubt that the Aventador screams mad,
bad supercar far more than its ‘little’ Huracan
sister. 
However, behind the crazy exterior is a car that is
less pleasant to drive and probably slower in the
real world despite a distinct power advantage and
two extra cylinders.
Ribblehead Viaduct provided another excellent
photo opportunity before we roared off towards
Hawes on some of my favourite driving roads.
With some members of our convoy driving a little
more sedately, it was no surprise that we were
soon separated and we continued to Ramsgill
unaccompanied.
The Yorke Arms lived up to its enviable
reputation and the eight-course tasting menu was a
veritable delight. A modicum of wine to
accompany ensured a restful night’s sleep.
The next day was all about the Urus, an
undoubtedly capable and luxurious SUV with a
hint of sporting flair. 
I think I would want a little more excitement for
my £160k and would probably be just as content
with the Audi SQ8 camera car which
accompanied us on our travels. Half the price and
it looked decidedly menacing in black.
So good luck to Lamborghini Leeds, a friendly
bunch. If my EuroMillions numbers come up one
Friday evening, I may well pay you a visit. 
A Huracan Spyder will be my heart’s desire, but
please fit a more powerful heater. It’s cold oop
north!
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Lambo
heaven
in the
Yorkshire
Dales 

It was a bucket list double whammy for chairman Andy Harris when he was invited to drive the
latest Lamborghinis - and to bed down at a hotel where he had always wanted to stay!

Find us at:www.facebook.com/
NGOMW

Follow us at:https://
twitter.com/@NGMWCars

What a lovely
dilemma to face ... 
turn left for McLaren, 
right for Lamborghini

“ “

r Andy Harris with Lambo
and, bottom of page, a
Lamborghini line-up near
the Ribblehead viaduct.


